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1. DESCRIPTION OP RESEARCH CARRIED OUT
1.1. Introduction
The measurement and calculation of the radiation
field around and in a phantom, with regard to the
neutron component and the contaminating gamma radiation, are essential for radiation protection and
radiotherapy purposes.
To elaborate a reliable system for assessment of
the neoessary dosimetric quantities when evaluating a
real case of a radiation accident or planning an irradiation for therapy one needs to consider the
following developments:
i/
simple detector system, sensitive mainly to
neutrons with known gamma sensitivity;
ii/ simple detector system, sensitive mainly to
gammas with known neutron sensitivity;
iii/ automized detector measuring facilities;
iv/ computerized evaluating system.
The developing work includes the calibrational procedures of the detectors and interlaboratory or international intereomparisons as well. The results obtained
must be compared to those published by other institutions and a data bank — a compendium in other word —
should be produced from them.
1.2. Detector development
1.2.1. Neutron detection
Two systems had to be developed, one for mapping
the dose distribution inside an adequately chosen,
human like phantom, the other for use as a personal
dosimeter.
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A solid state nuclear track detector system was
chosen for measuring the neutron flux density inside
the phantom. The Bystem contains recoil track detectors and track detectors with internal and external
(n, oc) radiators. The main advantage of these detectors
is the small volume, the insensitivity to gamma radiation and the low effective atomic number thereby
avoiding any disturbing effect on the radiation field
to be measured*
The requirements for the personal dosimeter were:
to be useful for both the accident and working level
dosiraetry purposes, to be capable for obtaining a rough
neutron spectrum from the detectors* reading, to measure the gamma dose as well. During the development
work three versions were introduced and tested in
several ways. They participated on three international
int ercomparisons. The final version is discussed in
the attached report about the 5th International NAD
Int ere ompari son cosponsored by the IAEA.
Kore detailed descriptions of detectors developed
are in the progress report No.4 and in publications
listed:
i/ work done and published before this research
contract: Riblications 1-5«
ii/ work done and published under this contract:
Publications 6-10. (Sent the Agency when issued.)
In Hungarian as an Institute Report: Riblications
11-13. (Enclosed*)
1*2.2. Gamma detection
Most of the neutron sources emit also gamma radiation and there are neutron interrection with detector
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materials and with the tissue itself which produce
gamma rays - therefore it is required to measure
them, as well* For this purpose thermolumines cent (TL)
materials were used. However, many of them are more
or less sensitive also to neutrons. We investigated
the neutron sensitivity of several TL materials under
this contract and published the results in aibl. 14
(sent the Agency when issued") and in Hungarian in
Publs. 15-17. (Enclosed.)
1.3. Detector measuring facilities
The construction of a semi-authomatic track
detector reader was performed before the research
contract. It is described in Bibl. 3»
To evaluate the TL detectors a portable TL reader
was developed before the contract and improved during
this contract. It is detailed in Bibl. 18. Using the
money supplied by the Agency during the first contract
year also our Harshaw made TL reader was improved.
1.4. Calculational background
The External Dosimetry Group of the Health ?hysics
Dept. developed computer programs for neutron shielding
and spectrum calculations under a previous Research
contract with the Agency. Vfe adapted a neutron spectrum
unfolding program, as well, to evaluate measurements.
These works were published by the Agency in the Technical
Reports Series Ko. 180.
However, these codes were not adequate for the
spectrum calculations inside a phantom or to evaluate
track detector measurements. They had to be and were

improved. (See also progress reports 1, 2 and 4.)
Some detailes about this work done under this
contract were published in Bibls. 19-20.
As the result of our developing work a computer
program system was constructed which can be seen in
Fig. 1. In Pig. 1. there is a reference to a
"compendium" (Pabl. 21) which contains detector
responses and flux-to-dose conversion factors, among
many other data. A large part of the quantities were
obtained also under this contract.
1.5. Depth dose experiments
For the experiments a chest phantom was made of
5 mm thick lucite and filled with distilled water.
The minor and major axes were 21.5 and 29 em, respectively, and the height was 60 cm. Detectors were placed
at different sites in the phantom. However, during a
given run only two or three dosimeters were used to
avoid the influence of one dosimeters on the other.
For the irradiations neutron sources listed below
were used.
Light water moderated critical assembly (ZR-6 )
at CRIP,
Light water moderated teaching reactor (BME) at
Technical Univ. of Budapest,
Heavy water moderated critical assembly (RB) at
Vinca, Yugoslavia,
Bare J Cf source at NBS, Washington D.C, USA,
Heavy moderated J Cf source at NBS,
Radioactive neutron sources (Pu-Be, Ra-Be) at CRIP,
14 KeV neutrons from (d,T) reaction at Nuclear
Research Institute, Debrecen, Hungary,
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3.2 HeV neutrons from (d,d) reaction at
The Univ. of Dresden, GDR,
6 HeV neutrons from (d,Be) reaction (Cyclotron
U-120) at Nuclear Research I n s t i t u t e ,
Rosendorf, GDR.
In many cases the irradiations were repeated until
sufficient reliable data were obtained.
The detector evaluations were performed in the
laboratory of our group at CRIP.
All the experiments planned have been carried out.
1.6. Deipth dose calculations
The modified version of the O5R5S program is capable
to handle sources emitting neutrons in broad parallel
beam or from a point source located at any distance
(SSD) from the phantom surface and with or without
colliraator.
In the practice the irradiation geometry may be
different from the theoretically possible versions
therefore it is important to study the dose distribution
dependence on the irradiation circumstances. This has
been done for all those experiments listed in 1.5 and
for many other cases. The results are tabulated.
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1.7 Neutron spectrum calculations
The code O5R5S is useful for calculating also neutron
spectrum inside and on the front and rear surfaces of the
phantom.
The latter spectra are essential to calculate the
albedo response of dosimeters worn on the body. Such
spectra were calculated for mono energetic neutrons in
the energy range of 10 keV to 14 MeV for board parallel
beam and for a point source with SSD of 50 cm without
collimator. These spectra were already incorporated in
an Agency publication (Bibl. 21 )
The spectra inside the phantom.are important in
order to calculate the mean quality factor from place
to place and to calculate the isodose curves or the
radiation burden of the body-organs in terms of dose
equivalent. From these spectra one can calculate also
the dose equivalent index (the quantity suggested by
the ICRU for characterizing the radiation field in the
place of the phantom).
2. RESULTS 03TAINED
The calculations and measurements resulted in many
depth dose distributions, averaged detector responses
and spectra and several per cents have been published
only in Bibls. 19-22 (sent the Agency when issued) and
in Hungarian in Hibls. 23-25 (enclosed).
The results are being prepared for publication by
the Agency in the form of a Technical Document with
the following list of contents.

- 7Contents of the Technical Document entitled:
"Neutron Depth Dose Data for Health ±hysics Rirposes11.
1. Quantities and Units
1.1 Kerma (Fluence-to-tissue kerma oonversion factors for a
small volume material in free space, dosimeter reading-to-tissue kerma conversion factors for a given depth
in a phantom);
1.2 Absorbed dose (ratio between absorbed dose and kerma);
1.3 Dose Equivalent (ratio between dose equivalent and kerma);
1.4 Dose Equivalent Index (for the ICRU spherical phantom,
for an elliptical cylinder).
1.5 Dose from the R(n, -y-)D reaction inside the phantom
2. Dependence of dose distributions on the relative geometry of
the neutron source and of the phantom (broad parallel beam,
point source, collimated beams, isotropic distribution, etc.),
(theory and results of Monte Carlo calculations for monoenergetic neutrons),(tables and illustrative plots);
3. Dependence of dose distributions on the shape, dimensions and
material of the phantom (theory and comparative results of Monte
Carlo calculations for mono energetic neutrons), (mainly plots);
4. Neutron spectra inside and on the front and rear surfaces of
the phantom.
5. Description of existing neutron sources (source geometry, beam
diameter etc.) considered to be important for health physics
purposes (radioactive sources: Pu-Be, Ra-Be, Am-Be etc;
Cf
sources: bare and moderated; neutron generators: D-D, D-T, D-Be,etc}
6. Comparative study on dose distributions in different phantoms
for the above mentioned neutron sources (calculated and measured), (Results to be presented in plots).
7. Detector reading-to-dose equivalent index conversion factors
for several commonly used detectors (TL, SSNTD).
8. Neutron dose measuring techniques inside phantoms (TL and
SSNTD, fission chamber, semiconductors etc.)
9. Monte Carlo codes used for the calculations (short description
of codes).
10. List of relevant literature
11» List of references
12. Index

- 83. COIJ CLUSIOK EFAWIl
During the calculations and experimental work /which lasted for
4 years and the results have been partly published / the main
directions of the investigations were as follows:
- Comparison of the direct dose distribution calculations with
the experimentally obtained results in order to verify the
mathematical model. There is generally good agreement /within
the experimental errors/ in those cases when the real irradiation geometry could have been taken into account by the model
/Figs. 2, 4, 5/. In those cases when the measures of the source
ani of the phantom were comparable and the SSD was short the
deviation was significant near the front surface /Figs. 3, 6/.
- Dependence on SSD which clearly can be seen in the cases of
the uncollimated point sources; for short SSDs the kerma inside
the phantom decreases much more rapidly than for the longer
ones /Pigs. 5, 8/.
- Kow the dose build up and attenuation are effected by the
fraction of fast neutrons to the intermediate and thermal ones
in the spectrum /Figs. 7, 8/.
- Eow strong is the dependence of the dose distribution on the
neutron spectrum. For the uncollided 235-t1 a^d 252-Cf fission
spectra a slight difference was found by calculations but
practically no differences can be seen between the different
oc-3e sources; the measurements cannot'distinguish these source
spectra from each other at all /Figs. 2, 5/. The use of quite
different absorbers to the same source, however, can result in
significant effects /Fig. 9/.
- Heproducibility of experiments; it was found that even using
the standardised evaluation procedure /see Fig. 1/ the new
result, can be out of the experimental error limits. The main
reasons are the uncertainty in positioning the detectors inside
the phantom and the different scattering effects from the
structural elements in the experimental hall /Figs. 4, 6/.
- It was the purpose to find quantities characteristic from
dosimetrical point of view. Such a quantity might be the depth
of -he half value of the kerma inside the phantom. How this
quantity varies against the variation of the irradiation
circumstances is illustrated in Tables 1 and 2.
- Such an important information is the quality of the neutron
spectrum at different depths of the phantom, It was pointed out
earlier that for water moderated fission spectra no essential
changes in the spectrum shape can be observed. This was found
for the cases of the D 2 O moderated 252-Cf source and the Vinfia
RB reactor as well. The uniformity of spectra can be characterized by the spectrum averaged flux to kerma conversion factors,
it was fc~id that for the above mentioned neutron sources this
value is /2.45 + 0.25/' 10" 11 G y c m 2 at any depth /Figs. 10, 11,
12/. Of course, if the SSD is small and/or the diameter of the
phantom is higher than that was used by us /21.5 cm/ the shape
of the spectrum and the flux-to-dose conversion factors may
vary significantly even for those spectra, too, near the rear
surf ace.
- For health physics purposes the maximum equivalent dose inside
the phantom is one of the most important value. In the lack of
a complicate, evaluation system it can be concluded from the
conversion iactors. borne samples measured are shown in Table 3.
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FIGURE 2
Measured /open
circles/ and calculated /dashed line/ kerma distribution
curves in the phantom along
the minor axis when irradiated
by neutrons..from a bare:2_52-Cf
source., -The solid line was
calculated for an uncollided _;'.
fission spectrum. . .. .,

05-

S

10 12 14 16 18 20 * 22
Depth in the phantom (cm)

FIGYRE 3
Measured /cpen
circles/ and calculated
kerma distribution curves
in the phantom along the
minor axis -when irradiated
C
by neutrons from a D2O
moderated 252-Cf source,•£
The dashed and solid lines
~
v;ere calculated for a broad o
parallel ani an imccllimated |

divergent bean, resp.

8
U120 Cyclotron
neutron source

0

2

A 6

water filled
phantom

8 10 12 K 16 18 20 22 24

Depth in the phantom (cm)

10 12 14 16 18 20 22

Depth in the phantom (cm)

FIGURE 4
Kerma attenuation curves in the phantom along the minor axis
when irradiated by neutrons with mean energy of
6 MeV produced by /D,Be/
reaction at the Cyclotron
U 120, /Q=5000/. The solid
and dashed lines were
calculated for a broad
parallel and a narrow
divergent beam /SSD=IOO
cm, FS=15xl5 cm /, resp.
The solid line marked by A
was measured by B.Dörschel ,
while the individual points
represent the results of
this work.
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FIGURE 5
Measured /full
circles/ and calculated
kerma distribution curves
in the phantom along the
minor axis when irradiated
"by /OL -Be/ neutron sources.
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FIG7JEE 6
Calculated fluence to kerma conversion factors for the Vinea
RB /open circles/
and Viper /full
rectangle/ reactors
as veil as measured
kerma distribution
curves for the
Vinoa RB reactor.
The phantom used
was a circular
cylinder v.-ith
radius of 15 cm.

D1O moderated
Vinca Reactor

vifico RB,(TWOS 1st run
Vipfa RB.meas Zndrun
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FIGURE 7
Measured kerma
and flux-density
distribution
curves inside the
phantom for neutrons with energy
of 3.2 MeV originated from /D,D/
reaction /point
source without
collimator,
SSL=IO cm/.

- 12 FIGURE 8
Several distribution curves obtained from
the 14 KeV neutron irradiations are presented in
the Fig. 8. The carve a
/-2
represents the /d+x/~
function in a v.-ay that for
x=0 its value v;as taken to
be 1. It characterises toth
the neutron fluence and
tissue kerniä distributions
in the radiation field
without the phantom, vrhen
the phantom is present the
neutron scattering and
other interrections modify
these distributions. The
curves Jb and £ show the
relative changes to the
air of the integrated fluenoe of neutrons with an
energy threshold of 2.5 KeV
and the total direct neutron tissue kerma, respectively. The values of the
same quantities, but normalized to 1 at a place
x=0, are given by the
curves & and e_ and, in
addition, the thermal
neutron fluence distri20 22
bution is plotted as curve
f_. In both cases, the kerma has a "plato" but at different
depths and there is a "build up" effect as well, which increases with increasing source distance /d/.
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Calculated and measured depth of the half-value of
kerma relative to that given for the first volume element of
the phantom on the dependence of the irradiation parameters
for several calibrational and therapeutic neutron sources.
Source

C: CaIc.
M: Meas.

PS: point source Source
Depth of
parallel
beam
PB:
face Ur "" value of
DB: divergent
Distance kerma
beam
/cm/
/cm/

Fission

C

PS

50

5.2

252

C
M

PS

VJlVJl
OO

FS: field size

6
6

^ 5 2 Cf, D 2 O
moderated
KBS, USA

C
C
M

PB
IS

50
50*

8
5.2
7

Cyclotron
Ul20, GDR
/D.Be/
S n = 6 MeV

C
C
M No.l
M Uo.2

14- KeV
/I), T/
AI0I-3CI
Hungary

C
C

PB
DB,FS=15xl5 cm2
D3,FS=12xl5 cm2
DB,FS=12xl5 cm2

100
102
102

13
9.5
7

50
50

13 .5

20

.6

S .2

PB

PS

M
' M

13
VJl

C f , "bare
ITBS, USA

3.2 MeV /D,D/
TU Dresden
GDR

C

PB

—

11.5

C
M

PS
-

50
10

6.5

Pu-Be or
Ea-Be

C
C

PS
PS

50
20

7.2
4.6

KFKI Hungary

M

-

20

See Fig. 4

4.5

«/4

TABLE II
Calculated and measured depth of the half-value of
kerna relative to that given for the first volume element of
the phantom for several reactor spectra.
Source
LWRl
KFKI, Hungary
LV 1 1 RZ
TU Budapest
Hungary

C: CaIc.
K: Ke a s .

Arrangement
or atsorber

C

M

Detailed
in /1/

C

Detailed

M

in /1/

C

See Fig. 7

Depth of halfvalue of kersa /cm/
10.2
9.2 - 13 *
11.8
10.8

7.4

Vine a
RB
Yugoslavia

M ITo. 1
K No. 2

Viper, U.K.

C

Detailed in 151

3

ErRR

C
C
C
C
C

"bare

6.5
6.4

Cak Ridge
USA

3€

8

6.5

12 cm lucite
13 cm steel

4.8

20 cm concrete
5 cm steel + 15 cm
concrete

6.6
5.8

measured repeatedly by different methods.

FIGURE 9

j:

•> 12 cm lucite
«13 cm steel
D 20 cm concrete
A 5cm steel «15cm concrete

^s
2

k

6 8 O 12 1« 16 18 20 22
Depth in the phantom (cm)

Fluence to kerma
conversion factor
attenuation curves
inside the phantom
calculated for
different HIRR
spectra.
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TABLE 3
Averaged responses of several nuclear track detectors
used for the experiments, expressed
in terms of track density
per maximum equivalent dose /cm"2 x Sv"1/.
Source
:

NTA f i l n "

252-Cf t a r e
252-Cf, DpO mod.
U-120
Pa-Be

IO

•

IO

•

'

Response / x 10 /
23
/15?:/+Lexan

CR-39 /ECE/

0.029
0.268
0.027
0.016

0.654
0.529
0.409
0.476

1.25
1.01
1.76
1.65

WFRONT

FIGURES 10, 11
. Keasured neutron spectra on the front and
rear surfaces and inside the phantom for
various neutron sources.
The plotts are shifted
"by the factors indicated /relative to the

ON MCK

front where Jy(«*;<*«. = 1 /

id-

.o*

id1

10

10

Iff
Uf
if
JO*
IO
EICICTICVI
o» tteatnco tt-zsi SPOT*

Mf" ' ICf" ' jo*' ' ID*

in order to avoid
overlapping /except
the source spectra
which were plotted
where free room was
available/
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FIGURE 12
Measured neutron
spectra on and inside
the phantom for the
U 120 cyclotron.
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I.

Description of the accident dosimeter used in the ClI?

The detectors of the dosimeter are located in a thin and flat
box made of polypropilene as shown in Pigs. 1 and 2.
p

The relutivly thick gold foil (200 mg/cm ) is to be used for a
first and cuick monitoring of persons in u case of an accident,
while the gold-Cbdmium-gold sandwich is for the thermal and
intermediate neutron fluence determination. The use of this system
is suitable not only for measuring neutrons entering the body but
jlso enables us to estimate the neutron fluence emerging from the
body and in this way it indicates the faat neutron component, as
well. The technique is based on the observation that the beta
activity distributions induced by both incident and reflected
thermal and intermediate neutrons are different for the two gold
foils as illustrated in Pig.3« 2y measuring the beta radiation from
both sides of each gold foil and using appropriate conversion factors
the fluences required can be obtained. !.lore detailed informations
and conversion factors sre available from / i / .
til»

•

The sulphur-pellet and the Th-Makrof ol E (or Lexan) fission
track detector are used for the fast neutron fluence determination
with thresholds of about 2.5 and 1.5 LIeV, respectively. The Th
converter was manufactured of ThO5 with an effective thickness of
9 ng/cm painted on a thin Al holder.
LiP powder (Harshaw TLD-700) is used for gamma dose measurements.
In addition, three different solid state track detectors were
placed in the same box ss follows:
- LH115 I I type cellulose nitrate (Kodak-Pathe) track detector
which u t i l i z e s the direct neutron interac-tions with the detector
material (mainly neutrcn-alpha reactions and recoil C,0 and N ions).
This is considered as a fast neutron detector with a practical
threshold of about 0.8 "eV / 2 , 3 / ;
- depleted uranium foil (with 380 ppm 2 ^ U content) as a converter
and LeXSn polycarbonate for the induced fission fragments detection.
This is clso a fsst neutron detector with a threshold of 1 I.!eV / 4 / .

-
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- a Cd covered (neutron-alpha) track detector which contains a
LiP converter and a LR115 I I type plastic f o i l for registering the
neutron induced alpha p a r t i c l e s . This is considered to be an l/v
detector with a cadmium cut off of 0.5 eV / 5 , 6 / .
The detailed measuring techniques of these detectors are given
in the publications presented above.
In general, the neutron dose determination can be done in three
different ways:
- Prom the measured beta activity of gold and sulphur detectors
assuming an 1/2 and a Kaxwellian spectrum for the intermediate
and fast neutrons, respectively one can obtain fluence values and
using averaged fluence-to-dose conversion factors;
- from known irradiation circumtances one can assume a more
reliable neutron spectrum and following the previous method;
- measuring the reading of a l l the detectors located in the
dosimeter and assuming a neutron spectrum as a f i r s t approximation
or.e can use an unfolding computer program for obtaining the most
real neutron spectrum 3nd fluence-to-dose conversion factors averaged
over that spectrum.
In the case of this accident dosimetry intercomparison study
the 2nd version was used for the immediate dose assessment in
the UOSAR Laboratory and the 3rd method was applied for the final
dose determination and performed in the CHIP in Hungary.
I I . Dose deterningtion using Au ond S detectors
The beta activity of detectors were measured f i r s t in the DOSAH
Labor-itory using an er.d-vjindow Gl! counter. However,the counting
geometry and the GK tube were different from ours, therefore the
facility had to be calibrated for our evaluation system given in / l / .
7or this we used gold foils and sulphur pellets irradiated and their
activities measured by our calibrated systems in Hungary.
A correction had to be made owing to the differences in the
distances between the GI£ tube's end-y/indow and the detector surface
to be measured. In Hungary these distances were of 6.5 and 10.8 mm

- 3 for gold and sulphur, respectively; at the DOSAR's counter 4, 20.5
37 and 53.5 mm distances were available.
As a f i r s t step we established that the counting rate v-aried
exponentially with the distance (x) in the form a.exp(mx). For m
:
(the slope of the function in a lin-log representation) the value of
-0.0469 +_ 0.0003 was found by exponential regression, which was T
slightly different from that used at horna (-O.O448) showing a
negligible differences between the two GIJ tube arrangements..
The detectors with known beta activity were measured again either.,
in a 4 or in a 20.5 mm distances (x) according to their counting
rate to avoid both the low «nd.high values which might result in a
poor statistics or a need for dead time correction. Then, the measured
values (c) were transformed to 6.5 or 10.8 mm^ distances by the formula;
C

'g or s

=

C.exp(mU'-x)),

/1/

•vhere x'=5.5 or 10.8 for gold and sulphure, reapectively.
Ccr.piäerijifa ovr device, thi:? ccv.r.l"ir.r; rt-+.c- for £clC ri.oul<" have been
C, (taking ir.to ucco-int tlic- •-lss-rir.t=sr..ti;.-. J.:--. ; and thus a
k1=C_/C, corrac-ticr. f-cT,or •;;-£ oit.i.'Ai. 7ollo?;ir.g t h i s , both s i i e s
t!

SJ

EJ

of gold j'oils were nsasurel, tr.e cou::ti.»g i-iter -ieri transformed cy
the foravla / l / , corrected for the desintegratiQn and substituted into
the equations;
^) k g l,

?;hers ^+v. is the thermal neutron fluence in cn"^,
pi-j- is the intemediate fluence per unit lethargy in cm ,
C

af

C

o 'C c a n d C d " r e t h e f i n a l counting rutes corresponding
zo the gold foil fsces taken consecutively from the top

of the detector,
1=1/?A , when P is the area of the foil in cm 2 and A is the
desintegration constant in s .
The r.unerical values in the equations refer to the foil
thickness of 100 ng/ca" (and can be different for other foil
thicknesses us can be seen in / l / ) .
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o obtain the neutron dose in the energy range of 0.5 eV - 1 Ke
Dj) the following method was used:
1. The neutron spectra were considered to be known and were taken
from the l i t e r a t u r e / 7 / ;
2. The fL-^l / ^ ' . t fluence r a t i o s were calculated from the spectra;
# ' : the fluence in the 0.5 eV - 10 eV energy interval and
$1 . : the fluence in the 0.5 eV - 1 !.IeV i n t e r v a l , both taken
from the spectrum;
3. #i + f the real fluenee in the 0.5 eV - 1 MeV interval, was
XOX

obtained by ^\ct -3 - y /*• , here 3 i s the lethargy length of
the 0.5 eV - 10 eV interval;
4. and finally the dose cane from the expression:
tot
where kn and
are
the neutron absorbed dose and the neutron induced gamma dose
conversion factors for the 57th volume element of the Snvder
phantom and both averaged over the spectra in the energy range
from 0.5 eV to 1 LIeV. The conversion factors were taken from
the IAEA Technical Report No. 180 / 3 / .

In the case of sulphur the
gold to obtain, at f i r s t , the
using the ks=Ca/C^. correction
(above the 2.5 MeV threshold)

S

sane method was followed as for the
corrected counting rates (C^) and
factor the fast neutron fluences
were calculated by the expression:

*-'
g"

/3/

o .
•/,•i-.ere 5=^.3.10-' {calibration
constant), m i s the mass of the -pellet
>
in g, and & i s the averaged - ~S(n,p)^"? reaction cross-section in barn.
Calculating the fluence r a t i o from the spectrum h- 4^, /<$'
»
•/.•here tf^i the fluence of neutrons above 2.5 LIeV and
^i 0 +: the fluer.ce of neutrons above 1 I.IeV, the real fluence
above 1 LIeV neutron energy can be deduced by the expression:

^tst " 9V /

•2nä

the dose

D - 5 C ^ + ^a* '9

» where

- 5 k' 2nd k' are similar auar.tities to those used earlier but averaged
n
a cove 1 lie V neutron energy.
The total neutron dose is the sum of Dj-, ? and of (k n +k
where the latter "cerm means the thermal neutron dose.
Turing each irradiation 2 dosimeters were mounted on each phantom
snd in free air position too. The dose values for the three
irradiations are summarized in Table 1 together with the reference
dose values supplied fcy the stuff of the LCSAR Laboratory after the
evaluation. Our values are the averages of those obtained from the
evaluation of 4 and 2 dosineters for phantoms and free air, respectively.
Errors wer3 not estimated because these dose data were considered to be
preliminary ones.
PULSE
No. 1
bare

air

Phantom

No." 2

13 cm iron

No. 3
20 cm concrete

C^P

375
365

103
146

51
50

• *-efC3I?

430
453

141
177

59
69

Table 1
-he dose values are given in rads.
In the cose of phantoms the absorbed doses are presented for the
57th element of xhe Snyder phantom, including the dose fron the
neutron induced gsnms rays. For the free air irradiations the tissue
karina are giver. However, in all cases the "reference values" does
no~ contain the neutron induced gamma doses.

ill. Finsl dose determination
3.1 Neutron dose
2he activity of the activation detectors vizs high enough to
enable us for measuring it ~oy our standardised devices in the CKI?

-
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several days l a t e r . From these measurements we recalculated the thermal
neutron fluences and doses by the same method described in the
previous section. The beta counting rates from both the gold f o i l s and
sulphur pellets-were-used as one part-of-the input data to fene
neutron spectrum unfolding code EFSP-JuI as well.
As next step, a l l the track detectors were evaluated following
the methods given in the publications l i s t e d in the f i r s t section
/ 2 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 5 / . The measured track densities formed the second part of
the input data to the code R^SP-Cul. The response functions -given
also in the l i s t e d papers- had been incorporated in the cods as an
additional subroutine to improve the code to handle not only activation
detectors. As input spectra those used for the f i r s t dose estimation
•/.•ere used. The output of the code gives the unfolded neutron spectra,
the averaged fluence-to-aose conversion factors and the actual dose
values, i . e . tissue kerna; absorbed dose (D n ), H(n,gamma)D dose (Ky)
and dose equivalent (E) for the 57th volume element of the Snyder
phantom ss well as the dose equivalent index (Kj) for the ICRU
spherical phar.~c:n. In addition, the t o t a l neutron flu.er.ces above the
cuiniuia cut off (0.5 eV) and the fluer.33s in .~3vei-.il -reäeterLiir.eä
er.sr." ranres c.-;n "ce ss^air.aä ~c" t.-.t- c t i s .
TI:-5 I'luence ar.c. i;se values OCT .ir.ed _r» presented ir. Table 2.
!'.".a 3_r:rs .jivar. ..rs ti.e estir.iL.ted 3tjti3Tic-.il errors ev^lu^xad fvo::.
t.:e -"ictsctor neasurements (including the calibre tier, uncertainties of
the f:. c i l i t i e s ) .
Thar= are several 20r.n1er.ts to the Tucle 2 a s :
- n.2 ir.cicler.t thermal flusnees include the scattered neutrons
fron tl:e r.-lf snace in front of the detaexors.
- The scattered thermal neutrons c.r.e fron the half space behind
ti.e detector when irradiated in "free s i r " .
- The reflected tr.err.al fluences :r.ean the fluences of neutrons
sieved dov,rr. or ar.d reflected fror: t'.'.e ph^r.tcr..
- n':e i-iterr.ediate fluencas ir.alude the ir.cider.t and reflected
fluer.ces too and therefore these values are higher for phnnton:
irradiations than for free a i r cases. However, this effect is
sirnificcnt only in the O.f a7 - 2 >eV er.or/ry ran^e,
- '.'.'here errors are not given the values were calculated fron the
unfolded neutron

Ho u L roii Plueneeo in 10
run r.'o.l
l)u ru
Thermal ^1
Incident

Kc.vt lerorl
Total
Interinoflifite

FIUiIiJ A l R

2keV-15OkeV
15Olce V-ILiQ V
Pu a t
H.:eV-2.5I.IeV
Total
> 0.5eV
keriuu (Gy)

PHANTOM

Theriiul
Reflected
Total
Intermediate
O.5eV-2!ceV
Total
>
0.5eV
Dn (Gy)
n r ((Jy)
H (Sv)
Hi (Sv)

0.253
0.240
T : O.4'J3
0.910
1-59
6.73

IMI j j

n3

0

TI o . L'

Ri:i Iron

0.315
O.O'JB
T: 0.:-'i3
0.536
1.34
6.74

n/cB2
i'un Ko.3

20 cm concve Le

0.529
0.293
T : 0.823

Errors
4 - 1 3 5'

1.07
1.49
0.84

I

-4

4.58
2.22
T: 16.03 + 1 . 2 5

1.56
0.318
T: 10.50 ± 1. 27

3.43

T: 4.20 + 0.70
0.462

2.29
T : 2.54

T : 1.32

1.07
T: 1.60

4.04

1.92

1.85

T: 19.16 ± 1.60

3.83
0.41
40.4
41.2

1.20

0.505
0.295

T: 11.88 + 1. 40

1.75
0.30
19.8
21.3

—fu

'The csame values for the phantom,too
Table 2

T: 4.98 ± 0.91
0.508
0.139
5.38
5.46

Errors
4 - 13 ?°
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3.2 Ganma dose
For the gamma dose measurements we used only LiP powder
(TLD-700,Harshaw) -.- The TL-detectors were evaluated by, a reader type
TLD-043-TC (/9/,made in Hungary). For calibration a secondary
standard D Co gamma source was used.
The composition of the powder 7.<as investigated by mass spectrometry
method and a 450 ppm Li contamination was found. The neutron response,
R(E), of this material was determined by experiments using monoenergetxc
neutron sources (from thermal up to 14 L'eV) /10,11,12/ and the
following analytical expressions were established:
for thermal

: R(S)=2.£5.1O~9 EGJ.CQ 2 ,

from thermal
up to 2keV

: R(B)=I.5.

from 2iceV
up to 150keV : R(E)=I.10

mGy.cm ,
mGy.cm ,

from 150keV
-q l 24
2
up to 20KeV : R(S)=I. 1.10 ^ . S 1 ' ^ mGy.cm ,
where S i s the neutron energy in I.'eV.
In mixed neutron-gamma f i e l d these functions can be used for
correcting the TL reading for neutrons. After measuring the neutron
spectra, #(E), and fluences (#.) the averaged TL responses (R1-) for
each energy interval (E1,E^) can be calculated by the formula:

/

and the TL reading induced by neutrons can be obtained:

4i «,•
This value should be subtracted from the total TL reading (or apparent
sscaa dose, in other words) to obtain the real gamma dose.
In Table 3, we summarise the TL measurements.
The statistical errors of the TL measurements were less than 10 £
(including the calibration error of the
Co equipment).

If

- 9 Corrections for neutrons :mGy air )
Apparent Thermal 0.5eV- 2keV- 150keV Total
Tf dose
2keV
150keV
mGy
air
Sim No.l
j Phantom
free air

1072
551

Run No.2
Phanton
; free air

339
122

57
11

30
4.8

Final
Tdose
mGy
air

21
4.7

1. 6
1. 6

265
265

344
282

728
269

8.7
2.4

1. 3
1. 3

76
76

116
84

224
38

1. 5 • 36
1. 5
36

86
63

258
116

i

I Run No.3
! Phantom '• 344
free air
179

12
7.0

36
19

i

r

Dable 3
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